Hyd-based startup launches its version of ‘Chitti’

AI-based information assistant runs errands
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AI Assis, a city-based startup on Thursday formally launched an artificial intelligence-based app, Chitti that would work as a personal, social and networking assistant and run errands for its users.

**Personalised services**

The app, which was launched by Principal Secretary, Information Technology, Telangana, Jayesh Ranjan here would be downloadable from December 28, CEO of AI Assis, Siva Kumar said. The app which accepts voice as well as typed commands, offers personalised services such as answering queries, make suggestions and recommendations, follow commands among others, he told reporters.

“Working like a real personal assistant, it makes phone calls, checks out information, schedules events, gives reminders, navigates areas, gives you information on entertainment, social media and more,” he said. The app would weed out overwhelming social media information and thereby the user saves time from the information, he added.